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CULTURE AND PSYCHOLOGY, 6th Edition illustrates how and why culture influences mental processes and behaviors in humans, and is relevant for anyone interacting with people from
different cultures. Incorporating current research that highlights the relationship between culture and psychology, the authors' use a cross-cultural framework that gives students the tools
necessary for evaluating many psychological processes and principles from a cultural perspective. In addition, the text encourages students to question traditionally held beliefs and theories
and their relevance to different cultural groups today, and to apply what they learn to their own lives. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
With an exciting new look, math diagnostic tool, and a research roadmap to navigate projects, this new edition of Andy Field's award-winning text offers a unique combination of humor and
step-by-step instruction to make learning statistics compelling and accessible to even the most anxious of students. The Fifth Edition takes students from initial theory to regression, factor
analysis, and multilevel modeling, fully incorporating IBM SPSS Statistics© version 25 and fascinating examples throughout. SAGE edge offers a robust online environment featuring an
impressive array of free tools and resources for review, study, and further exploration, keeping both instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching and learning. Course cartridges
available for Blackboard and Moodle. Learn more at edge.sagepub.com/field5e Stay Connected Connect with us on Facebook and share your experiences with Andy's texts, check out news,
access free stuff, see photos, watch videos, learn about competitions, and much more. Video Links Go behind the scenes and learn more about the man behind the book at Andy's YouTube
channel Andy Field is the award winning author of An Adventure in Statistics: The Reality Enigma and is the recipient of the UK National Teaching Fellowship (2010), British Psychological
Society book award (2006), and has been recognized with local and national teaching awards (University of Sussex, 2015, 2016).
Connecting career aspirations with the post-college world is crucial for students today. Learners must keep sight of future career opportunities while exploring a broad expanse of degrees
paths and career options. Careers in Psychology, Fifth Edition helps students navigate and plan for their futures by offering exposure to the rich careers in each subfield of psychology and
prompting students to consider the what, why and how of each option. In doing so, the text supports students as they determine whether a major and career in psychology is for them. Offering
salary and career information, advice on getting a job after graduation, and information on applying to graduate school in psychology Tara L. Kuther and Robert D. Morgan support students in
making an educated decision about their futures and career options.
Integrated teaching, learning, and assessment tools, created by a master teacher.
Psychology: A Journey
Psychology 2e
North American Edition
A Reader
Psychology 5th edn PDF eBook

In this fresh new offering to the Intro Psychology course, authors John Cacioppo and Laura Freberg portray psychology as being an integrative science in two ways. First, they
have written a text that reflects psychology's rightful place as a hub science that draws from and is cited by research in many other fields. Second, this text presents psychology as
a unified science that seeks a complete understanding of the human mind, rather than as a loosely organized set of autonomous subspecialties. As psychology moves rapidly
toward maturity as an integrative, multidisciplinary field, the introductory course offers an opportunity to teach all of psychology in one place and at one time. This text reflects that
evolution--and the authors' excitement about it. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early career faculty to attend the annual ASA preconference teaching and learning workshop. What key social forces construct and transform our lives as individuals and as members of society? How does our social world shape
us? How do we shape our world? Discover Sociology presents sociology as a discipline of curious minds. The authors inspire curiosity about the social world and empower
students by providing the theoretical, conceptual, and empirical tools they need to understand, analyze, and even change the world in which they live. Organized around four main
themes—The Sociological Imagination, Power and Inequality, Technological Transformations of Society, and Globalization—the book illuminates the social roots of diverse
phenomena and institutions, ranging from poverty and deviance to capitalism and the nuclear family. "Behind the Numbers" features illustrate the practical side of sociology and
shows students how to be critical consumers of social science data reported in the media. And every chapter addresses the question, "What can I do with a sociology degree?" by
linking the knowledge and skills acquired through studying sociology with specific jobs and career paths. A Complete Teaching & Learning Package SAGE Vantage Digital Option
Engage, Learn, Soar with SAGE Vantage, an intuitive digital platform that delivers Discover Sociology, Fourth Edition textbook content in a learning experience carefully designed
to ignite student engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it offers easy course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. Learn
more. Assignable Video Assignable Video (available on the SAGE Vantage platform) is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life and
appeal to different learning styles. Learn more. SAGE Coursepacks FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and student resource content into your school’s learning management
system (LMS) and save time. Learn more. SAGE Edge FREE online resources for students that make learning easier. See how your students benefit. SAGE course outcomes:
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Measure Results, Track Success Outlined in your text and mapped to chapter learning objectives, SAGE course outcomes are crafted with specific course outcomes in mind and
vetted by advisors in the field. See how SAGE course outcomes tie in with this book’s chapter-level objectives at edge.sagepub.com/Chambliss4e. FREE POSTER: Tips from
Sociology for Argument and Debate in a Civil Society
The images in this textbook are in grayscale. There is a color version available - search for ISBN 9781680922370. Psychology is designed to meet scope and sequence
requirements for the single-semester introduction to psychology course. The book offers a comprehensive treatment of core concepts, grounded in both classic studies and current
and emerging research. The text also includes coverage of the DSM-5 in examinations of psychological disorders. Psychology incorporates discussions that reflect the diversity
within the discipline, as well as the diversity of cultures and communities across the globe.
Drawing on their extensive experience in teaching and research, the authors explore the biological basis of behavior, whilst emphasising clinical aspects of neuroscience and
reinforcing its relationship to the human experience.
An Introduction to Brain and Behavior
Anatomy, Physiology, and Neuropsychology of the Frontal Lobe
Culture and Psychology
Motivation
This book provides a complete overview of motivation and emotion. Well-grounded in the history of the field, the fourth edition of Motivation:
Biological, Psychological, and Environmental combines classic studies with current research. The text provides an overarching organizational scheme of
how motivation (the inducement of action, feelings, and thought) leads to behavior from physiological, psychological, and environmental sources. The
material draws on topics that are familiar to students while maintaining a conversational tone to sustain student interest.
Check out a preview. More than any other introductory psychology textbook, the Hockenburys’ brief book is the one in which students see themselves – and
the world they live in. The new edition builds on that distinction, presenting the discipline with a unique understanding of today’s students in all
their diversity, emphasizing the field’s immediate impact on their lives. Without sacrificing science, Don and Sandy Hockenbury draw on personal
experiences and anecdotes to illustrate essential concepts and important research directions. FREE PACKAGE ITEMS WITH THIS EDITION UPON ORDERING The
Discovering Psychology eBook, Online Study Center, or Study Guide can be packaged FREE with this new edition: Discovering Psychology and Study Guide
ISBN-13: 978-1-4292-1749-1 Discovering Psychology and Online Study Center ISBN-13: 978-1-4292-4697-2
The enhanced 4th Edition of Goodwin's series, A History of Modern Psychology, explores the modern history of psychology including the fundamental bases
of psychology and psychology's advancements in the 20th century. Goodwin, Ph.D. in experimental psychology, has a true passion for the history of
experimental psychology. Strengths of the text include his conversational writing style and attention to recent scholarship in the history of
psychology. Goodwin's 4th Edition focuses on the reduction of biographical information with an emphasis on more substantial information including ideas
and concepts and on ideas/research contributions; more history on the applied areas of psychology; condensed chapters, philosophical antecedents and
physiological antecedents; and more psychology's history in the 20th century.
To help users understand the value and usefulness of psychology in their daily lives, Nairne presents PSYCHOLOGY FOR A REASON. Rather than focusing
exclusively on the content of psychology--the "what"--Nairne infuses each chapter with the "why,"--explaining how our thoughts and actions help us solve
the problems we encounter every day. This unique approach allows students to understand the function and purpose of psychology and its topics
first--psychology is no longer presented as a mixture of abstract topics that need to be memorized. This approach promotes critical thinking; as
students progress through each chapter, they become engaged as they see the connection between problems and their psychological solutions. They also
begin to relate the material to what they already know from their own lives. This theme extends across chapters, offering readers a consistent and
effective learning framework.
Theory and Practice for Clinical Settings
The Prefrontal Cortex
Discovering Behavioral Neuroscience: An Introduction to Biological Psychology
Cross-Cultural Psychology
Critical Thinking and Contemporary Applications, Fifth Edition

More than any other psychology textbook, Don and Sandra Hockenbury’s Psychology relates the science of psychology to the lives of
the wide range of students taking the introductory course. Now Psychology returns in a remarkable new edition that shows just how
well-attuned the Hockenburys are to the needs of today’s students and instructors. Psychology began with a basic idea: combine
scientific authority with a narrative that engages students and relates to their lives. From decades of experience teaching, the
Hockenburys created a book filled with cutting-edge science and real-life stories that draw students of all kinds into the course.
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With comprehensive, authoritative coverage and student-centered pedagogy, DISCOVERING BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE: AN INTRODUCTION TO
BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY, 4th Edition is ideal for a broad range of students taking a beginning undergraduate course in biological or
physiological psychology. Updated to reflect current thinking in the field, the book provides a foundational understanding of the
structure and function of the nervous system and its relationship to both typical and disordered human behavior. Author Laura
Freberg -- who has more than 30 years of teaching experience at schools ranging from community colleges to the Ivy League -presents classic concepts, current topics, and cutting-edge research in a style that is both accessible to beginning students and
appealing to students with stronger backgrounds. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Cengage Learning DISCOVERY SERIES: INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY is designed to deliver traditional course content in an
innovative hybrid learning format--instruction presented in a printed handbook paired with integrated online applications and
assessments. The program promotes measurable mastery of core course learning objectives by guiding students' active engagement
with content delivered through the book, images, video, simulations, and assessments. This contemporary approach to learning
seamlessly integrates text and technology, enabling students to easily move from the book's instruction to its online applications
for a deeper, lasting understanding of the core psychological concepts, and for assessments (all assignable) that reliably track
students' progress and performance. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Lecturers - request an e-inspection copy of this text or contact your local SAGE representative to discuss your course needs.
Watch Andy Field's introductory video to Discovering Statistics Using R Keeping the uniquely humorous and self-deprecating style
that has made students across the world fall in love with Andy Field's books, Discovering Statistics Using R takes students on a
journey of statistical discovery using R, a free, flexible and dynamically changing software tool for data analysis that is
becoming increasingly popular across the social and behavioural sciences throughout the world. The journey begins by explaining
basic statistical and research concepts before a guided tour of the R software environment. Next you discover the importance of
exploring and graphing data, before moving onto statistical tests that are the foundations of the rest of the book (for example
correlation and regression). You will then stride confidently into intermediate level analyses such as ANOVA, before ending your
journey with advanced techniques such as MANOVA and multilevel models. Although there is enough theory to help you gain the
necessary conceptual understanding of what you're doing, the emphasis is on applying what you learn to playful and real-world
examples that should make the experience more fun than you might expect. Like its sister textbooks, Discovering Statistics Using R
is written in an irreverent style and follows the same ground-breaking structure and pedagogical approach. The core material is
augmented by a cast of characters to help the reader on their way, together with hundreds of examples, self-assessment tests to
consolidate knowledge, and additional website material for those wanting to learn more. Given this book's accessibility, fun
spirit, and use of bizarre real-world research it should be essential for anyone wanting to learn about statistics using the
freely-available R software.
Theoretical Foundations and Guidelines for Practice
Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics
Opportunities in a Changing World
An Introduction to the Science of Personality Psychology
Helping Skills
ESSENTIALS OF PSYCHOLOGY: CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS, 5th Edition retains the hallmark features and pedagogical aids that have made this text unique
in presenting the foundations of psychology in a manageable, reader-friendly format. Students gain a broad view of psychology and see applications of the
knowledge gained from contemporary research to the problems and challenges we face in today's world. Nevid's comprehensive learning system, derived from
research on memory, learning, and textbook pedagogy, is featured throughout. This model incorporates the Four E's of Effective Learning -- Engaging Student
Interest, Encoding Information, Elaborating Meaning, and Evaluating Progress. Thoroughly updated with recent research developments, this edition also features
an expanded focus on psychology in the digital world -- a topic students are sure to find fascinating and relevant. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Cognitive Neuroscience: A Reader provides the first definitive collection of readings in this burgeoning area of study.
Discovering PsychologyMacmillan
PSYCHOLOGY: A DISCOVERY EXPERIENCE is designed specifically for high school students and is written to the American Psychological Association (APA)
National Standards for High School Psychology. Targets English Language Learners with Essential Question activities that facilitate listening, speaking, reading,
and writing skills. Stephen Franzoi's conversational writing style guides students through a journey of self-discovery. Students will learn and apply concepts of
psychology to their everyday lives with the latest developments in psychology, fascinating interactive figures, in-text labs, career insights, and an online database
of current psychology resources. These tools make this the most relevant and accessible high school psychology program on the market. The comprehensive
instructor resource package includes the Instructor Wraparound Edition, Instructor Resource CD, lesson plans, PowerPoint Presentations with embedded
interactive figures, ExamView Computerized Test Generator, DVD collection, and an online database of current psychology resources. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Psychological Science
Discovering Success With One Life Changing Sentence
Community Psychology
Mental Health in Nursing
The Secret Psychology of Persuasion

The ultimate book on persuasion and how to influence people at subconscious level. Dr. Horton took what the cult leaders and cult marketeers have done to control vast empires, now
you learn this long held secret. Like magic the answer is simple, but hidden in plain sight. JFK, Ronald Reagan, Bill Clinton, Barack Obama, and Now DOnald Trump, all follow this
method, as should you. From the "Secret" to Harley Davidson this will open your eyes. A must read in this day and age if you want to be in control.
The Person provides psychologists with an organizational scheme for personality psychology. This sets the study of the person into evolutionary and cultural context and divided
personality up into three broad areas: dispositional traits, characteristic adaptations, and integrative life stories. The fifth edition has been updated to reflect advances that have
occurred in the field of psychology in the past few years. It presents new findings that have been obtained with respect to the correlates of personality traits, the dynamics of motives
and goals in human lives, and the meanings and manifestations of life stories. Discussions are included on the new ideas on evolution and morality as well as the role of culture in
personality. Psychologists will also find a much stronger and detailed discussion of psychophysiology of extraversion, neuroticism, and the train of sensation-seeking.
Were you looking for the book with access to MyPsychLab? This product is the book alone, and does NOT come with access to MyPsychLab. Buy Psychology with MyPsychLab access
card 5e (ISBN 9781292064451) if you need access to the MyLab as well, and save money on this brilliant resource. Now in its fifth edition, the ever popular Psychology is a
comprehensive and lively introduction to the fascinating study of the subject. The authors describe and explore every major area of psychology and present the latest findings, along
with clear evaluation of controversial theories and models, to give a rigorous and critical grounding in the subject. Vibrantly illustrated throughout with examples and photos from
across the world, this is a must-read text for students of psychology, and will be an invaluable resource for those just beginning as well as those wishing to discover more. Need extra
support? This product is the book alone, and does NOT come with access to MyPsychLab. This title can be supported by MyPsychLab, an online homework and tutorial system which
can be used by students for self-directed study or fully integrated into an instructor's course. You can benefit from MyPsychLab at a reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a
copy of the book and an access card for MyPsychLab: Psychology with MyPsychLab access card 5e (ISBN 9781292064451). Alternatively, buy access to MyPsychLab and the eText – an
online version of the book - online at www.mypsychlab.com. For educator access, contact your Pearson Account Manager. To find out who your account manager is, visit
www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
The 5th edition of this highly regarded text has a new title and approach which builds on the foundations of previous editions to acknowledge mental health as essential to holistic
nursing practice in every setting. Written by Kim Foster, Peta Marks, Anthony O’Brien and Toby Raeburn - a team of highly respected mental health nursing educators, researchers
and clinicians, the new edition has been carefully reorganised to reflect contemporary mental health nursing practice and highlight the value of consumer perspectives. With a key
focus on specialist mental health nursing, the new chapters introduce the integration of mental health nursing knowledge and skills across a range of generalist and mental health
clinical settings. Mental Health in Nursing, 5th edition is an invaluable resource for all nursing students, whatever their practice area. • Consumer perspectives provided by Jarrad
Hickmott, Lived Experience Consultant • Historical anecdotes encourage reflection and understanding of contemporary mental health nursing practice • An eBook included in all
print purchases Additional resources on evolve • eBook on VitalSource Instructor resources: • Test bank - MCQ’s (with answers and rationales) • Discussion questions • Image
collection Student and Instructor resources: • Consumer stories (a selection of videos from Stories in Mental Health) • Weblinks Restructured and presented in 3 parts: Section 1:
Positioning Practice describes the context and importance of nursing in mental health and includes a new chapter on self-care Section 2: Knowledge for Practice addresses the
specialist practice of mental health nursing. Each chapter examines specific mental health conditions, assessment, nursing management and relevant treatment approaches Section 3:
Contexts of practice features scenario-based chapters with a framework to support mental health screening, assessment, referral and support, across a range of clinical settings
Psychology in Your Life
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The Person
Understanding Our Diverse Communities
Discovering Psychology: The Science of Mind
Handbook of the Psychology of Aging
The Handbook of the Psychology of Aging, Seventh Edition, provides a basic reference source on the behavioral processes of aging for
researchers, graduate students, and professionals. It also provides perspectives on the behavioral science of aging for researchers and
professionals from other disciplines. The book is organized into four parts. Part 1 reviews key methodological and analytical issues in
aging research. It examines some of the major historical influences that might provide explanatory mechanisms for a better understanding of
cohort and period differences in psychological aging processes. Part 2 includes chapters that discuss the basics and nuances of executive
function; the history of the morphometric research on normal brain aging; and the neural changes that occur in the brain with aging. Part 3
deals with the social and health aspects of aging. It covers the beliefs that individuals have about how much they can control various
outcomes in their life; the impact of stress on health and aging; and the interrelationships between health disparities, social class, and
aging. Part 4 discusses the emotional aspects of aging; family caregiving; and mental disorders and legal capacities in older adults.
Contains all the main areas of psychological gerontological research in one volume Entire section on neuroscience and aging Begins with a
section on theory and methods Edited by one of the father of gerontology (Schaie) and contributors represent top scholars in gerontology
In this innovative approach to the introductory course, John Cacioppo and Laura Freberg present psychology as a multidisciplinary,
integrative science that is relevant for students of all majors. In DISCOVERING PSYCHOLOGY, 3rd Edition, the authors use a familiar chapter
structure to provide an easy roadmap for the course, while highlighting connections within psychology as well as between psychology and
other disciplines. The writing and features are smart and engaging, and consistently illustrate the benefit of using multiple perspectives
within psychology. Cacioppo and Freberg offer the best science possible, including exciting new research findings likely to expand students'
understanding of psychology as a scientific field of study. Features and images coordinate with and enhance the text, providing additional
opportunities for critical thinking and connecting ideas. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Dynamic author team provides comprehensive overview with focus on critical-thinking. The fifth edition continues a heavy focus on applying
critical thinking framework in examining, analyzing, and evaluating psychological data. With significant rewriting and additional new topics
as well as updated references on new research, Cross-Cultural Psychology keeps pace with the rapidly changing conditions of modern times.
The dynamic team from two different worlds bring a unique set of experiences and perceptions in writing this book. Eric Shiraev was raised
in the city of Leningrad in the former Soviet Union and David Levy is from Southern California,. Between the diverse backgrounds and having
each author spent an extended period teaching in the other's home country, the authors provide a comprehensive review of theories and
research in cross-cultural psychology. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers should be able to: Better understand the field of
cross-cultural psychology Understand contemporary theories and research in cross-cultural psychology Use critical thinking to examine,
analyze, and evaluate the field of cross-cultural psychology Assist current and future practitioners from a wide variety of fields and
services
This book presents a three-stage model of helping, grounded in 25 years of research, that can be used to assist individuals who are
struggling with emotional or transitional difficulties. To master the skills they need to lead clients through the Exploration, Insight, and
Action stages, students are given both theoretical guidance and opportunities for formulating solutions to hypothetical clinical problems.
Grounded in client-centered, psychoanalytic, and cognitive-behavioral theory, this book offers an integrative approach. Tables and lists
supplement the text, along with clinical examples.--From publisher's description.
Careers in Psychology
Multicultural Psychology
Discovery Series: Introduction to Psychology
Discovering Psychology
Discover Sociology
Learning is an adventure—now students can see just how exciting it can be with Psychology: A Journey. In a course where professors are
frequently confronted with students who haven't actually read their textbooks, Psychology: A Journey offers a proven and trusted solution:
this popular text presents psychology in a way that sparks readers' curiosity, insights, imagination, and interest—getting students
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""hooked"" on psychology and making them eager to read on. Journey’s Canadian edition succeeds at covering not only essential topics at the
core of psychology but many others at the cutting edge of current knowledge. The first psychology textbook to integrate the proven SQ4R
(Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Reflect, and Review) active learning system, Journey helps readers grasp major concepts, develop a broad
understanding of psychology's diversity, and see for themselves how psychology relates to the challenges of everyday life. Because readers
become actively involved with the material, they develop a basic understanding of psychology that they take with them into their future
courses and careers.
With its comprehensive, authoritative coverage and student-centered pedagogy, DISCOVERING BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE: AN INTRODUCTION TO
BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY, 3rd Edition is ideal for a broad range of students taking a beginning undergraduate course in biological or
physiological psychology. Retitled in this edition to reflect the increasing interest in, and importance of, neuroscience, the book provides
a foundational understanding of the structure and function of the nervous system and its relationship to both typical and disordered human
behavior. Written by an author with more than 30 years of teaching experience at schools ranging from community colleges to the Ivy League,
this text presents classic concepts, current topics, and cutting-edge research in a style that is both accessible to beginning and lessprepared students and appealing to students with stronger backgrounds. As a result, the book allows instructors to teach a rigorous course
that does not oversimplify the material, while keeping students excited and engaged. Reviewers have praised the text's clear narrative, highinterest examples, pedagogy, and purposeful art program. Updated with hundreds of new citations and to reflect changes in the DSM-5, this
edition also includes new boxed features on ethics, careers, research, and health to engage students in the material, promote critical
thinking, and prepare students for their future professions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The original edition was the first book to provide a comprehensive overview of the ways in which animals can assist therapists with treatment
of specific populations, and/or in specific settings. The second edition continues in this vein, with 7 new chapters plus substantial
revisions of continuing chapters as the research in this field has grown. New coverage includes: Animals as social supports, Use of AAT with
Special Needs students, the role of animals in the family- insights for clinicians, and measuring the animal-person bond. *Contributions from
veterinarians, animal trainers, psychologists, and social workers *Includes guidelines and best practices for using animals as therapeutic
companions *Addresses specific types of patients and environmental situations
This book examines human psychology and behavior through the lens of modern evolutionary psychology. Evolutionary Psychology: The Ne w
Science of the Mind, 5/e provides students with the conceptual tools of evolutionary psychology, and applies them to empirical research on
the human mind. Content topics are logically arrayed, starting with challenges of survival, mating, parenting, and kinship; and then
progressing to challenges of group living, including cooperation, aggression, sexual conflict, and status, prestige, and social hierarchies.
Students gain a deep understanding of applying evolutionary psychology to their own lives and all the people they interact with.
Evolutionary Psychology
Exploring Psychology
A History of Modern Psychology
Discovering Statistics Using R
Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy

Community Psychology, 5/e focuses on the prevention of problems, the promotion of well-being, empowerment of members within a community, the appreciation of diversity, and
an ecological model for the understanding of human behavior. Attention is paid to both “classic” early writings and the most recent journal articles and reviews by today’s
practitioners and researchers. Historical and alternative methods of effecting social change are explored in this book, with the overall theme that the environment is as important
as the individual in it. This text is available in a variety of formats – digital and print. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to: Understand the historical
and contemporary principles of community psychology. Apply theory and research to social services, mental health, health, legal, and public health systems
This acclaimed classroom favourite makes the science of psychology come alive for students, with personal stories that exemplify important concepts in a student-friendly way
and coverage of the field’s scientific foundations and advances. The substantially updated new edition extends the book’s focus on developing scientific literacy in the context of
psychology, with new features in print and in the book’s new online course space, LaunchPad. These features are the result of the book’s most dramatic addition—Sandra
Hockenbury’s new writing partnership with co-author, Susan Nolan, who shares her belief that the introductory course can help all kinds of students develop a real understanding
of psychology and lasting scientific literacy without sacrificing the field’s research core. The book can also be purchased with the breakthrough online resource, LaunchPad,
which offers innovative media content, curated and organised for easy assignability. LaunchPad's intuitive interface presents quizzing, flashcards, animations and much more to
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make learning actively engaging.
Reflecting the latest APA Guidelines and accompanied by an exciting, new, formative, adaptive online learning tool, Psychological Science, Fifth Edition, will train your students
to be savvy, scientific thinkers.
Recognizing the importance of introductory psychology as a gateway course, this edited, up-to-date guide presents insights that help educators address challenges of coverage,
integration of active learning opportunities, and ever-evolving educational technologies. The book features current scholarship and pedagogical practices regarding the teaching
of introductory psychology in face-to-face, online, or hybrid environments. The editors achieve their goals through an unusual approach: inviting experienced and expert teachers
of introductory psychology to describe an ongoing theme that provides structure and unity to the gateway course. Themes include broad frameworks (e.g., problem-based
learning), big ideas that integrate course content (e.g., subjectivity of human experience), or particular skills and ways of thinking (e.g., quantitative reasoning). Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Psychology: A Discovery Experience, Copyright Update
Thematic Approaches for Teaching Introductory Psychology
Facilitating Exploration, Insight, and Action
The New Science of the Mind
Essentials of Psychology: Concepts and Applications
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